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Quantum interference of “clocks”,
namely of particles with time-evolving
internal degrees of freedom (DOF), is a
promising avenue to test genuine general
relativistic effects in quantum systems.
The clock acquires which path information
while experiencing different proper times
on traversing the arms of the interferometer, leading to a drop in its path
visibility. We consider scenarios where
the clock is subject to environmental noise
as it transits through the interferometer.
In particular, we develop a generalized
formulation of interferometric visibility
affected by noise on the clock. We find
that, for small noise and small proper
time difference between the arms, the
noise further reduces the visibility, while
in more general situations it can either
increase or reduce the visibility. As an
example, we investigate the effect of
a thermal environment constituted by
a single field mode and show that the
visibility drops further as the temperature
is increased. Additionally, by considering
noise models based on standard quantum
channels, we show that interferometric
visibility can increase or decrease depending on the type of noise and also the time
scale and transition probabilities. The
quantification of the effect of noise on the
visibility – particularly in the case of a
thermal environment paves the way for a
better estimate on the expected outcome
in an actual experiment.

1 Introduction
One of the frontiers of modern physics has been to
explore the interplay between quantum mechanHarshit Verma: h.verma@uq.edu.au
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ics and gravity and possibly arrive at a theory
of quantum gravity. While observing this interplay in the high energy regime remains out of
reach, there has been a recent focus on the low energy regime [1–10]. Here, relativistic effects may
be probed in quantum systems in the near future as the standards of control and metrological
precision in the quantum domain have been improving swiftly and consistently [11–15]. Moreover, quantum instruments and protocols involving space based platforms are susceptible to relativistic effects and therefore, they must be appropriately accounted for in the functioning of such
systems [16–18] which are slated to be operational
in the near future.
The experimental tests probing the effect of
gravity on quantum systems which have been
performed so far, such as neutron interferometry
[19, 20], are only sensitive to the non-relativistic,
Newtonian potential. As a probe of general relativistic effects, Refs. [1, 2] proposed interference
of particles with dynamically evolving internal
DOF (such as constituted by the vibrational levels of a molecule or the energy levels of an atom).
Thinking of the internal DOF as “clocks” tracking the particle’s proper time, one can effectively
probe a “superposition of proper times” by placing the particle in a spatial superposition. In the
proposed experiment, one such particle travels in
a state of superposition through the arms of a
Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer. The state
of the clock residing inside the particle evolves
through proper time which is dependent on the
path taken by the centre of mass of the particle,
effectively leading to entanglement of the clock
with the centre of mass of the particle. There
exists a complementarity relation between path
distinguishability (D) and interferometric visibility (V) [21, 22] which is given as follows:
V 2 + D2 ≤ 1 .

(1)

Therefore, the acquisition of which-path information by the clock increases the path distinguisha-
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bility and hence, leads to a drop in the interferometric visibility measured on the path.
Soon enough, a number of experimental realizations of the above proposal were laid out based
on different physical systems [12, 23–28]. In the
spirit of the original proposal, an important experiment using cold atom condensates was done
in [22, 29] which provided a proof of principle by
simulating the difference in ticking rates of clocks
using external magnetic fields. The effect was
also proposed as a possible universal decoherence
mechanism due to gravitational interaction [30,
31].
In general, all the clock interferometry experiments proposed so far assume that there is no
noise acting on any of the DOF. But it can be realistically expected that the DOF associated with
the particle are susceptible to environmental effects such as noise.
There are two qualitatively distinct types of
noise one can consider: on the path and on the
internal degrees of freedom. Noise acting on the
path is a common feature of all interference experiments and results in the well-known loss of
visibility due to the direct dephasing of the spatial superposition [32]. Noise acting on the internal degrees of freedom is more interesting. In the
absence of time dilation, this type of noise would
have no effect on the path visibility. This is because, as long as no other coupling exists between
path and internal DOF, the two remain decoupled, so that noise on the second has no effect
on the first. This fact was attested experimentally in Ref. [13] using molecules with different
properties which led to no change in their interference pattern. Therefore, any effect of internal
noise on path visibility must take the relativistic
aspect into account.
Furthermore, one might develop contrasting intuitions on the effect of noise acting on internal
DOF. On one hand, we may be inclined to think
that this will lead to an increase in the visibility as
the which-path information acquired by the clock
gets corrupted by the noise. On the other hand,
we may infer that it may lead to a decrease in
visibility because the environment can be modelled as additional DOF to the clock, thus, increasing the dimensionality of the clock system
(clock+environment). As a result, it may be expected that for a given proper time difference, the
clock + environment system can better note the
Accepted in

which-path information, thus leading to a higher
distinguishability, and hence a lower visibility.
All of the above inferences have been drawn using
the complementarity relation in Eq. (1).
In the light of the above contradictory intuitions and the experimental relevance, it is important to understand if and how noise acting
on internal DOF can affect the visibility. Here
we develop a general model for studying how the
interferometric visibility is affected by noise acting on the clock. We apply our method to various external environments acting on the clock
and find that depending on different parameters,
the visibility can decrease or increase. We first
consider the clock to be interacting with a single mode of bosonic bath which is modelled as
Jaynes-Cummings (JC) model [33]. As an interesting case, we also consider a finite temperature
environment in the JC model, which is similar to
the experimental condition of a clock in a cavity
at non-zero temperature. Next, we use standard
quantum channels – amplitude damping (AD),
phase damping (PD) and depolarizing (DP) [34,
35] to model the noisy evolution of the clock. We
find that in the low noise regime, the visibility
drops universally (in all the models) for a small
proper time difference. This can be intuitively
expected as the effect of the extended Hilbert
space of the clock system overwhelms the loss
in which path information.Our formalism also allows for the case wherein different environments
(though qualitatively similar), act on each of the
two arms of the interferometer. In this case, the
environment can acquire which-path information,
resulting in a visibility loss that does not depend
uniquely on relativistic effects. Nonetheless, as
it can be interesting to explore the interplay between the two effects. Therefore, we explore this
case in channel based noise models.

2 Theoretical Framework
A simple setup to study relativistic effects on
quantum interferometric visibility is a MZ type
interferometer as shown in Fig. (1). In this setup,
a massive particle is prepared in a spatial superposition as it goes through the first beamsplitter
– BS1 . Such a particle is assumed to contain an
internal DOF whose dynamics is governed by the
corresponding internal Hamiltonian H0 . This internal DOF is initialized in a state |ψclock i, which
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the proposal with MachZehnder interferometer. The massive particle with an
internal clock is to the left. The beamsplitters are denoted by BS1 and BS2 and the phase-shifter is denoted
by P S. The spatial separation in the semi-classical trajectory of centre of mass of the particle through the
arms of the interferometer is shown as ∆x. Detectors
measuring the port from which the particle emerges are
denoted by D1 and D2 respectively. M1 and M2 are
mirrors which have no effect on the evolution of the internal DOF. The different colors denoting environmental
effects through both the paths (γ1 and γ2 ) indicate that
the arms are not coupled to the same environment but
rather to similar but independent environments.

is not an eigenstate of H0 . This condition ensures that the internal DOF have a non-trivial
time evolution and therefore effectively function
as a “clock”, in the sense that they go through
distinguishable states with the passing of time 1 .
As it traverses the arms of the MZ interferometer, the clock experiences different proper times.
Therefore, if the internal DOF is prepared in a
state |ψclock i before BS1 , it will be evolving as
follows:
|τ i := e−iH0 τ |ψclock i ,

(2)

along an arm with the proper time τ . It is to
be noted that ~ = 1 has been assumed throughout the manuscript. On the paths γ1 and γ2 ,
the state of the particle is denoted by |1i and |2i
1

The use of the word “clock” is meant to be suggestive
of the system’s sensitivity to proper time, in reference to
the operational understanding of time in relativity, with
no further implications. Even though any time-evolving
system can be used in principle to measure time, we are
not interested here in constructing practical clocks, but
simply in joint signatures of quantum and relativistic effects. In fact, our main quantity of interest is visibility
of the path DOF, which does not require reading off the
clock’s time.
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√
. Inrespectively, and BS1 prepares a state |1i+|2i
2
cluding the clock leads to the following entangled
state of the system after time evolution, just before it passes through the measurement apparatus
consisting of the beamsplitter BS2 and particle
detectors D1 and D2 :
1
|ψout i = √ [|1i |τ1 i + eiχ |2i |τ2 i],
(3)
2

where τ1 and τ2 are the proper times along the
paths γ1 and γ2 respectively [1]. One of the arms
of the interferometer (γ2 ) also has a phase-shifter
(P S) which introduces a controllable phase of
χ. This can be used for the measurement of the
phase difference between the states of the particle in the two arms of the interferometer. During
the transit of the particle through the arms of
the interferometer, the environment is assumed
to act on the internal DOF of the particle i.e. the
clock. Thereafter, the particle goes through the
measurement apparatus consisting of the beamsplitter BS2 and the detectors D1 and D2 . Over
many experimental runs, the number of particles
detected by D1 and D2 gives an estimate of the
probabilities associated with each path which are
further used to calculate the visibility through the
following equation:
V=

M axχ P± − M inχ P±
,
M axχ P± + M inχ P±

(4)

where P+ and P− are probabilities of detection
through detectors D1 and D2 respectively.
For the sake of completeness, we highlight the
previous results for the following two cases (assuming no noise acting on the path):
• No notion of proper time, i.e., no internal/evolving DOF: V = 1. This case is simply the gravitational analogue of the electric
Aharonov-Bohm effect [36].
• With the notion of proper time but without the
environment acting on the clock: V = |hτ1 |τ2 i|
[1]. Here, |τ1 i and |τ2 i are the states of the internal DOF after going through the paths γ1
and γ2 (which refer to the two arms of the
interferometer as shown in Fig. 1) and consequently evolving with the proper times τ1 and
τ2 respectively. The visibility can also be expressed in terms of the proper time difference
(∆τ = τ2 − τ1 ) between the paths by the following relation [31]:
V = | hψclock | e−iH0 ∆τ |ψclock i |.
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In general, it may be assumed that the arms
of the interferometer are two distinct worldlines
through space-time having different proper times
along them. However, the time of arrival of
the wave packets associated with the particle
along the distinct paths at BS2 should be the
same. This peculiarity can be understood as
arising from different frames of reference – one
is the fixed laboratory frame and the second is
the frame co-moving with the particle’s amplitude which has proper time along the path as its
time coordinate.
A specific example of the proposal is shown in
Fig. 1 wherein the centre of mass of the massive
particle is assumed to follow a semi-classical trajectory through the arms of the interferometer
which are separated by a spatial distance ∆x and
are kept in a homogeneous gravitational field perpendicular to the arms of the interferometer. In
the field, the separation (∆x) would give rise to
different relativistic effects in the arms of the interferometer – particularly different time dilation
and hence, different proper times. In such a case,
the proper time difference would be ∆τ = cg2 ∆x t,
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and t
the time in laboratory frame.

3 Visibility due to noisy clocks
In this section, we assess the effect of the environment on the visibility in a generic scenario
wherein noise acts on the clock. We reiterate that
we do not consider noise which only acts on the
path DOF of the particle in which case the visibility simply decreases as the noise is increased.
To describe the dynamics of noisy clocks, one
of the approaches could be that of solving the
master equation for the clock corresponding to
the noise. However, it is not a priory clear that
we can apply the master equation approach in
a scenario where different amplitudes of a particle (here, corresponding to the amplitudes in spatial superposition of the particle containing clock)
evolve with different proper times, as it is in the
case of the two arms of a MZ interferometer [30].
Noting that the final effect depends on the total proper times (their difference) on each of the
paths, the proposition of Markovian evolution –
essential for the master equation approach, looks
untenable. Moreover, the quantum interference
after evolution through the arms of the MZ furAccepted in

ther complicates the implementation of Master
equation approach.
Therefore, we resort to the basic theory of open
quantum systems where the noise is understood
as arising from the target-environment interactions. The extended system (target + environment) undergoes a unitary evolution as a whole
and the non-unitary, noisy dynamics of the target
can be obtained by tracing out the environment
[35]. In general, the environment could be constituted by quantum DOF which could be bosonic
or fermionic.
In light of the above arguments, we consider below a generic case to obtain an expression for visibility in the presence of an environment, i.e. with
the noisy dynamics of the clock. For simplicity,
we have assumed that the clocks in our case are
initially prepared in a pure state. The extension
to multi-level clocks or mixed states is straightforward [30]. Initially, the clock is prepared in
the superposed state of its energy eigenstates so
that their evolution can be used for keeping track
of proper time.
The clock is susceptible to a variety of physical processes which are modelled as noise, e.g.,
a two level clock in its excited state may decay
to the ground state or the coherence in the superposition of the clock state may be lost due to
dephasing. In the presence of noise, the dynamics
of the clock is governed by its intrinsic Hamiltonian (henceforth denoted by H0 ) as well as the
noise Hamiltonian (Hnoise ). Hnoise represents the
interaction of the target i.e. clock with the environment capturing the possible effects of noise.
In general, the environmental DOF could also be
interacting among themselves or with other external DOFs, the corresponding dynamics being
governed by Henv . Therefore, the total Hamiltonian governing the dynamics of the clock is
Hint = H0 + Hnoise . If we include the environment with the clock to consider the evolution of
the extended system (clock + environment) to
be governed by a unitary time evolution operator
Uint , the corresponding Hamiltonian governing its
dynamics would be: Hint = H0 + Hnoise + Henv .

3.1 Expression for visibility in presence of a
generic environment and interaction
To derive the expression for the visibility in the
presence of an environment, as a simple case, we
can consider an environment which is initialized
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in a pure state |αiE along with the clock initialized in the state |ψi0 . A case where the clock
is initially in a mixed state will be considered in
the next section. Therefore, the initial state of
the combined system is given as follows:
|ψiCE (t = 0) = |ψ0 iC ⊗ |αiE .

(6)

Henceforth, we suppress the subscripts “C" for
clock DOF, and “E" for the environment DOF,
as well as the tensor product symbol. Therefore, Eq. (6) becomes |ψi = |ψi0 |αi. Adopting
the above convention, in the subsequent equations the first ket will represent the clock and the
second will represent the environment.
As discussed above, we are interested in how
noise acting on the clock alone affects the visibility in the path DOFs. Therefore, we assume that
Hnoise acts non-trivially only on the environment
and the clock, while it acts as identity on the
path. The clock + environment DOF in both the
arms experience a unitary evolution governed by
the time evolution operator Uint = e−iHint t and if
we assume that proper time through γ1 is τ1 and
that through γ2 is τ2 , the generic state of this extended system at later times is given as follows:
|ψγ1 (τ1 )i = e−iHint τ1 (|ψi0 |αi)
|ψγ2 (τ2 )i = e−iHint τ2 (|ψi0 |αi) ,

(7)

which, in general, can be an entangled state of the
clock and environment DOF, given that Hnoise 6=
0.
Considering the evolution of the system
through various parts of the interferometer including the beamsplitter BS1 , phaseshifter P S
and the mirrors, we find the following state just
before the particle goes through the detection system consisting of BS2 and detectors D1 and D2
(Fig. 1):
1 
|ψi = √ ie−iφ1 |1iγ |ψγ1 (τ1 )i
2

+ e−iφ2 +iχ |2iγ |ψγ2 (τ2 )i ,

(8)

where φ1 and φ2 correspond to Aharonov-Bohm
type phases introduced by virtue of the different
gravitational potentials along each of the paths
and ∆φ = φ1 − φ2 . In terms of the path DOF,
|1iγ ↔ γ1 and |2iγ ↔ γ2 . After constructing the density matrix of the state in Eq. (8),
(ρ = |ψihψ|) and tracing out the clock and environmental DOF (so that only the path DOF of
Accepted in

the particle may be considered), we obtain,
ρout = trC,E [ρ]
1
= |1iγ h1|γ hψγ1 (τ1 )|ψγ1 (τ1 )i
2
+ |2iγ h2|γ hψγ2 (τ2 )|ψγ2 (τ2 )i
− iei(∆φ+χ) |2iγ h1|γ hψγ1 (τ1 )|ψγ2 (τ2 )i
+ ie−i(∆φ+χ) |1iγ h2|γ hψγ2 (τ2 )|ψγ1 (τ1 )i .


We obtain the probability of getting a signal on
either of the detectors, P± as follows:
P± = h±|ρout |±i
1
|κ| i(∆φ+χ+Υ−π/2)
e
= 1±
2
2


+ e−i(∆φ+χ+Υ−π/2)





1
≡ 1 ± |κ| sin(∆φ + χ + Υ) ,
2




(9)

where κ = hψγ1 (τ1 )|ψγ2 (τ2 )i = |κ|eiΥ i.e. Υ =
arg(κ).
Finally, using Eq. (4), we get the visibility as
V = |κ|. This result has the same generic form
as the original one for the clock only, that is
V = |hτ1 |τ2 i|. However, the states |τi i are now described by the combined clock and environment
DOF and their joint evolution for proper time τi
is given by the operator Uint .
Therefore, we find that even if the extended
system evolves to a generic state in the extended
Hilbert space, the form of visibility remains the
same. This proposition holds for an environment
of arbitrary dimension and for an arbitrary clockenvironment interaction.

3.2 Low noise regime
Given the limitations of the current technology,
only very small proper time differences can be
achieved. For reference, the largest spatial separations achieved to date in matter-wave interferometers are still below the meter [37], while
the longest coherence times (achieved in different experiments) are around 20 s. Combining
these figures, and assuming an optimal geometry that maximises gravitational time dilation, results in a proper time difference ∆τ = cg2 ∆x t ≈
2 × 10−15 s. Therefore, the particular regime
of a small difference in proper time (∆τ ) is of
our particular interest owing to its significance
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in experiments. To probe the effects of noise in
this regime, we resort to analytical analysis which
does not require the exact nature of the noise or
the model of environment and its interaction with
the clock. Here, we make the assumption that
the environment does not have an evolution of its
own i.e. Henv = 0. Therefore, the Hamiltonian
governing the time evolution of complete system
is Hint = H0 + Hnoise .
In the low noise limit, ∆τ kHnoise k  1 and we
have in Eq. (5) (with Hint ), he−i∆τ (H0 +Hnoise ) i ≈
he−i∆τ H0 ihe−i∆τ Hnoise i for an initial product
state of the clock and environment.
As
−i∆τ
H
noise
|he
i| < 1, this implies V < V0 where
V0 is the visibility without any effect of the
noise. This means that the introduction of
a small amount of noise reduces the visibility.
Additionally, by approximating he−i∆τ Hnoise i ≈
1 − i∆τ hHnoise i we may infer that the visibility
monotonically decreases with increasing noise, in
the low noise regime.

4 Clocks interacting with a single
bosonic field mode
Here, we consider the Jaynes-Cummings (JC)
model representing the interaction of a single
qubit (clock) with a bosonic field. As the simplest case, we can consider a single field mode to
constitute the environment for which it is possible to calculate the visibility analytically, which
we show below. This case qualitatively represents
a physical setting where the decay of the clock in
an excited state causes the excitation of a bosonic
field mode. For example, this would be the case
for the electronic energy levels of an atom coupled to an optical cavity. If the clock interacts
with a single mode of a bosonic field, in the rotating wave approximation, the Hamiltonian of
the complete system is given as follows [33]:

Hint =

z
(∆E)σC
λ
−
+
+ ωa† a + aσC
,
+ a† σC
2
2
H
H0
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env

Hnoise

where σC are the Pauli operators corresponding
to the clock and a and a† are the annihilation
and creation operators of the bosonic field. The
frequencies of the clock and the field are ∆E and
ω respectively, and the coupling constant between
the field and clock is λ.

4.1 Bosonic field in a pure fock state |0i
Firstly, we take the initial state of the extended
system to be a product state, as in the generic
case discussed earlier: |ψiCE (t = 0) = |ψ0 i ⊗ |0iE
√
(as in Eq. (6), with |ψ0 i = |0i+|1i
), where |0iE de2
notes the ground state of the field mode, a|0iE =
0. Denoting by |1iE := a† |0iE the 1-particle
excitation of the field, the eigenvectors in the
|clock, fieldi basis relevant for the time evolution
are as follows [33]:
|v1 i = |00i,
α0
α0
|v2 i = cos
|10i + sin
|01i,
2
2
 
 
α0
α0
|v3 i = sin
|10i − cos
|01i,
2
2








where, α0 = tan−1 λδ , δ = ∆E − ω is the detuning frequency. Therefore, the initial state of the
extended system can be expressed in terms of the
above eigenvectors as follows:


α0
1
|ψiCE (0) = √ |v1 i + cos
|v2 i
2
2
 

α0
+ sin
|v3 i .
2






The eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvec0
0
tors |v1 i, |v2 i, |v3 i are −∆E
, ω+λ
and ω−λ
re2
2
√2
2
2
spectively, where λ0 = δ + λ . Using these, we
can write the time evolved state of the extended
system as follows:
ω+λ0

∆E

ei 2 t
e−i 2
|ψiCE (t) = √ |v1 i + √
2
2
ω−λ0
t

e−i 2
+ √
2

t

α0
cos
|v2 i
2

α0
|v3 i.
sin
2








(10)

Therefore, we can obtain the visibility by getting
the state in Eq. (10) to evolve through different
proper times and taking their scalar product:
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ω+λ0
1 ∆E
α0
V = ei 2 ∆τ + e−i 2 ∆τ cos2
2
2



Using the expression for the visibility obtained
above, we show the interplay between the intrinsic dynamics of the clock, governed by H0 , characterized here by ∆E and the interaction between
the clock and environment, governed by Hnoise
and characterized here by λ in Fig. 2a. The interplay between aforementioned parameters leads to
a change in visibility which now attains both the
minimum value of zero and the maximum value of
one in the different regimes of ∆E and λ. Given
the dynamic nature of the bath constituted by a
bosonic field of frequency ω, it is also interesting
to probe its effect on the visibility. In Fig. 2b we
show the variation of visibility V with λ for different values of ω and for fixed values of ∆τ = 1
and ∆E = 1. We see a periodic structure in this
variation – the periodicity of which depends on
ω. In the small λ regime, i.e. for low noise, we
see that the visibility is lower for higher values of
ω.



+e

−i

ω−λ0
∆τ
2

n

representative of Boltzmann distribution.
To calculate the visibility, we consider the generalisation of Eq. (5) to mixed states, which is
V = | tr ρclock e−iHint ∆τ | [30]. Therefore, the visibility in the case of a thermal state of the bosonic
field is as follows:
Vβ =

X

Pβ (n) hψn | e−iHint ∆τ |ψn i

X
n

Accepted in

Pβ (n) hψn | Uint (∆τ ) |ψn i ,

α0
2



.

(11)

|v 1 i = |00i,
|vp2 i = cos θp |0, p + 1i − sin θp |1, pi,




|vp3 i = sin θp |0, p + 1i + cos θp |1, pi,




(13)

where |pi denotes the excited cavity mode in the
∆p −δ
number basis. Also, cos(θp ) = √
,
(∆p −δ)2 +Ω2p
√
Ωp
sin(θp ) = √
, Ωp = λ p + 1, and
2
2
(∆p −δ) +Ωp

q

∆p =
+ Ω2p , and δ = ∆E − ω is the detuning
frequency. The eigenvalues corresponding to the
above eigenvectors are as follows:
δ2

∆E
,
2


1
2
ω+
Ep = p +
2


1
Ep3 = p +
ω−
2
Ep1 = −

∆p
,
2
∆p
.
2

(14)

For obtaining the visibility in Eq. (12), the initial state of the combined

system is expressed as:
|0i+|1i
√
2

|ψiCE (t = 0) =

√1
2

⊗ |ni =



|0, ni +

|1, ni . We express this initial state in terms of
the above eigenvectors (renormalized following a
basis change) as follows:


|ψn i(0) = √
+

1
2N



2
cos(θn−1 )|vn−1
i − sin(θn )|vn2 i

3
sin(θn−1 )|vn−1
i

+


cos(θn )|vn3 i





,

(15)

with the normalization factor N = 1. The time
evolved state |ψn i(t) = Uint |ψn i(0) is therefore
written as follows:

2
1 −iEn−1
t
2
|ψn i(t) = √ e
cos(θn−1 )|vn−1
i
2
3

2

3
− e−iEn t sin(θn )|vn2 i + e−iEn−1 t sin(θn−1 )|vn−1
i

n

≡



where |ψn i = |ψiCE (t = 0) = |ψ0 i ⊗ |niE is the
initial extended state of the clock with environment in the n-th Fock state.
Using the general solution of the single mode
Jaynes-Cummings model [33], we provide the following eigenvectors:

4.2 Bosonic field in a thermal state
A more realistic case occurs when a thermal environment acts on the clock as it evolves inside a
cavity. This translates to the environment being
in a thermal state initially. In congruence with
the earlier case of the environment being in a pure
state, we assume that the cavity supports only
one bosonic mode. In this case, a thermal state of
the bath is a mixture of fock states corresponding
P
to the single field mode, ρβ = n Pβ (n) |ni hn|,
where |ni is the fock state basis of the field, and
β is the inverse temperature β = 1/KB T such
−nω/KB T
e−nβω
that Pβ (n) = Pe e−nω/K
≡ 1−e
−βω , which is
BT

sin

2

(12)

3



+ e−iEn t cos(θn )|vn3 i .
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(a) The variation of V with ∆E and λ showing the interplay between H0 and Hnoise .
The visibility has been calculated with a
fixed ∆τ = 1 and ω = 1.1.
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(b) The variation of V with λ for different values of ω. The visibility
has been calculated with a fixed ∆τ = 1 and ∆E = 1. We see that in
an off-resonance condition i.e. ∆E 6= ω, the visibility is lower than in
resonance condition at λ = 0.

Figure 2: Analysis of visibility for JC modelled environment interaction with effective temperture T = 0.

With the exception of n = 0, the above
holds true for n = 1, 2, ...∞, and we evalu-

ate hψn (0)|Uint (∆τ )|ψn (0)i(≡ hψn (0)|ψn (∆τ )i)
in Eq. (12) and find the following:

2
3
1 −iEn−1
2
3
∆τ
e
cos2 (θn−1 ) + e−iEn ∆τ sin2 (θn ) + e−iEn−1 ∆τ sin2 (θn−1 ) + e−iEn ∆τ cos2 (θn ) .
2
(17)



hψn (0)|ψn (∆τ )i =

This allows us to calculate the visibility in conjugation with the expression obtained for the case
of n = 0, which is mentioned in Eq. (10).
While n = 0 is the case with the effective temperature T = 0, we consider two more cases of
T = 1 (low temperature), and T = 10 (high temperature). We illustrate the variation of visibility
with ∆E and λ (similar to Fig. (2a)), and its
dependence on ω (similar to Fig. (2b)) for these
finite temperature cases in Fig. (3). In general,
it can be noted from the figure that the visibility
is in much lower range at high temperatures than
at low temperatures as shown in the left panels
on Fig. (3). The right panel shows that the field
frequency ω also controls the visibility. The coevolution of the environment and clock is evident
and is generically driven by the complex interplay between noise and the intrinsic Hamiltonian
of the clock and field.

4.3 Visibility with “clock in a cavity"
Assuming that the JC model is effective in describing the dynamics of noisy clock, we quantify
Accepted in



below the change in visibility on the basis of the
calculations done in the last section.
To provide an estimate on the visibility in
an actual experimental setting, we consider the
earth’s gravitational field which provides the
proper time difference (to the first order in c2 )
∆τ = g∆xt
. This is ≈ 10−15 s if we take the
c2
records for largest separable distance of a coherent superposition ≈ 0.5m [11], and coherence
time ≈ 20s [14]. If the energy scale is defined by
the transition frequencies of atoms (ω ≈ 1015 [1])
which are commonly used in such experiments,
then ∆τ ∆E ≈ 1. If the above parameters can be
achieved in the same experiment, then our calculations with ∆τ = ∆E = 1 are valid. Given that
the experiment may be conducted in a cavity with
some thermal environment despite cooling, our
results of the JC model with the temperature T =
0.1 hold significance as this would correspond to
an effective temperature of 10−3 K i.e. in the mK
range (T = KB Teffective =⇒ Teffective = 10−2 T ,
assuming KB = 102 in the scale defined by energy
∆E), which is typical in dilation fridges available
today. However, temperatures in the nK range
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Figure 3: JC modelled environment interaction with finite temperature of the field. 2 cases are considered: (a) T = 1
– low temperature, and (b) T = 10 – high temperature. The left panel shows the variation of visibility on the clock
energy difference (∆E) and the noise parameter λ with fixed ∆τ = 1, ω = 1.1. The right panel shows that the
visibility also depends on the field frequency ω with fixed ∆E = 1, ∆τ = 1.

have been recently reported [14]. Clearly, this
temperature is quite close to T = 0 case which
we considered. In the strong coupling regime i.e.
for λ = 1, as seen from Fig. (11), the difference
between visibility without noise (0.8525) and that
with the noise (0.7999) is 0.0526, which is small.

5 Clocks interacting with noise modelled on standard quantum channels
In the theory of quantum computation, environmental effects giving rise to noise are modelled as
quantum channels [34, 35], that is to say, a Completely Positive and Trace Preserving (CPTP)
map acting on the system. It is therefore interesting see how this type of noise would affect the
interference of clocks.
We will consider some noise models for qubits,
which are based on the standard quantum channels – AD, PD, and DP. Such models can be used
to represent a wide variety of physical phenomena such as decay of a two-level system, dephasing etc. In this formalism, it is naturally assumed
that the interaction of the environment with the
system is for a finite time, say τ ∗ . During this
Accepted in

time physical interactions take place which can
be associated with their corresponding effective
probabilities, calculated after the interaction time
τ ∗ . Hence, the resultant density matrix at time
τ ∗ is embedded with the information of these processes and their associated probabilities.
Continuous time models of the aforementioned
quantum channels are usually described in the
studies of open quantum systems with the time
evolution of the system described by a Master
equation. Due to the reasons explained in an
earlier section, without resorting to the Master
equation approach, to capture the effects of time
dilation we wish to extend these finite-time models to continuous time evolution.
Here the system interacts with the environment
through the Hamiltonian Hnoise , and such that
the original model is recovered if the time of interaction is set to τ ∗ . The internal Hamiltonian
governing the dynamics of the extended system,
including the intrinsic internal, noiseless evolution of the clock is Hint = H0 + Hnoise . Recall that the internal Hamiltonian is defined in
the reference frame of the system. Therefore,
all references to time imply proper time along
the system’s semi-classical path, which generally
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differs from the time in the frame of reference
of the laboratory due to time dilation. To get
Hnoise , we shall first find the time evolution operator of the extended system (clock + environment) corresponding to the noise which is based
on quantum channels. We can then work backwards to obtain the Hamiltonian Hnoise knowing
that the time evolution operator corresponding
to the noise acts for finite time τ ∗ . Then, by
including the intrinsic evolution of the two-level
system, i.e. the clock, we evolve the initial state
of the extended system given in Eq. (6) through a
unitary operator which captures the natural dynamics of the system as well as the noise (Uint )
and then we calculate the visibility by taking the
scalar product of the final states (Eq. (5)).
In the appendix, we consider noise models
based on standard quantum channels one by one,
provide the time evolution operators of the extended system and calculate the visibility subject
to various parameters such as the difference in
proper times through the arms of the interferometer (∆τ ), the energy scale of the interactions in
various noise models and the difference in energy
levels of the two level system which constitutes a
clock (∆E). For simplicity, here we consider the
minimal extension to the system, i.e., the smallest
dimensionality of the environment which can capture the qualitative aspects of the adhered noise
model.
For capturing the qualitative effects of noise,
particularly in the practical limit of small proper
time difference (∆τ ), a finite size environment is
adequate to be modelled as interacting with the
clock. However, owing to the finite size of the
environment, we can expect to see recurrences in
the dynamics [38] of the system, which might not
be necessarily relevant in every experiment given
that they would only assume importance in much
longer time-scales than ∆τ . Therefore, despite
this peculiarity, as long as the time of evolution
(proper time) of the clock is small relative to the
recurrence times, this model would remain appropriate in an experimental setting and thus, qualitatively sound for analyzing the environmental
effects as intended. That being said, the effects
of a small-dimensional environment are conceptually interesting in their own right [39] and might
be relevant for studying non-Markovian dynamics.
Accepted in

6 Conclusions
Clock interferometry is one of the promising theoretical proposals which captures the interplay
between quantum mechanics and gravity. The
drop in interferometric visibility can be seen as a
genuine effect of time dilation due to gravity on
a quantum system. The clocks considered in a
wide variety of physical implementations of the
proposal would have susceptibility to noise which
would, in turn, affect the visibility. Therefore,
the focus of this manuscript has been on noise
affecting the clock, which assumes importance as
it only manifests in effect due to different proper
times along the paths in a MZ setup. We have
established that the interplay between the extension of Hilbert space due to modelling of the environment as additional DOFs interacting with the
clock and corruption of which path information
by the noise leads to a change in the interferometric visibility.
At first, we probed the effect of noise on the
internal DOF in a very generic setting without
going into the specifics of any experimental realization or noise model and established that the
form of visibility remains the same, albeit one has
to consider the state of both system and environment to be time evolved in a time-dilated setting
within the arms of interferometer. Intrinsically,
our model incorporates the effect of time dilation
on the environmental interaction as well.
By considering a simple model of a single mode
bosonic field acting as the environment we ascertained the effect of noise on the internal DOF
and the visibility. To analyse the effect of finite
temperature conditions encountered by a clock located inside a cavity, we considered the JC model
with finite temperature environment and found
that a higher temperature leads to a lower visibility for a small amount of noise, and small
proper time difference. Additionally, we probed
the noisy evolution of a clock by using noise models based on standard quantum channels. In all
of these cases, we established that the environmental effect is contingent on the energy scale of
the Hamiltonian representing the interaction of
the clocks with the environment, apart from the
clock Hamiltonian.
In the quantum channel based noise models, we
specifically investigated the fate of the visibility
subject to change in energy levels of the clock,
proper time difference and the energy scale of
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noise Hamiltonian. The visibilities for all types of
noise, show different susceptibilities to the energy
scale of noise Hamiltonian. Our results for the
channel based noise models are in strong agreement with the intuitive inferences drawn in the
low noise regime. In general, one may conclude
that the visibility may decrease or even increase
in the presence of an environment due to a complex behaviour arising out of the aforementioned
competing effects and their interplay. As a peculiar case, in channel based noise models we also
considered the scenario where the noise acts differently on the two arms, providing additional
which-way information besides that offered by the
clock — and thus a distinct source of decoherence.
Therefore, in this case, even for no proper time
difference, we saw a decrease in the visibility.
We also quantified the change in visibility
purely due to environmental noise (based on JC
model) while taking into consideration best available parameters from distinct experiments. It is
notable that this quantification is only valid in
particular experimental conditions – summarily
mentioned as “clock in a cavity". This effect of
noise on visibility, though small, establishes that
one cannot disregard noise on internal DOF in
probing the effect of gravity. As the coherence
times, and/or the separation between the arms of
the interferometer increase, the effect of gravity
will be more easy to detect and we expect to see
a substantial difference in the observed visibility
stemming from a noisy clock. Recent advances
in quantum technology are reassuring towards
achievement of the “best" parameters which are
taken from different experiments in a single experiment in the near future.
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A Derivation and analysis of Visibility for standard quantum channels in the arms
of the MZ interferometer
A.1 Amplitude Damping Channel
An AD channel represents the process of spontaneous emission of a photon from the decay of excited
state of an atom or molecule. In a finite temperature environment, a photon may also be captured
by the atom in the ground state leading it to attain the excited state. We consider here a two level
system as a clock and use an additional qubit to represent the environment. However, the JC model
with a single field mode, sec. IV, better represents the photon emission process than the model with a
single qubit as environment used here. To construct the unitary operator governing the evolution of
the extended system, we consider a probabilistic process of absorption of photon by the clock along
with the emission which is in contrast with the JC model, for which the photon recapture process is
mitigated by the dynamics of the bosonic field.
In this single qubit environment, if the clock decays from its excited state (|1iC → |0iC ), the emission
of the photon is represented by an excited environmental qubit (|0iE → |1iE ). In case that the clock is
excited by the environment (|0iC → |1iC ), it subsequently leads to decay of the environmental qubit to
its ground state (|1iE → |0iE ). Of course, each of these processes are probabilistic in nature. It turns
out that the minimum dimensionality of the environment required for representing this behaviour is 2
as we have modelled above.
Keeping in mind the above probabilistic transitions, we construct the following unitary time evolution
operator acting on the extended system:


1
0
0
√
0 √1 − p
p

√
√
UAD (τ ∗ ) = 
0
1−p
− p
0
0
0



0
0

,
0
1

(18)

where p represents the probability of transition to take place which is dependent on the time scale τ ∗ of
√
√ √
√
interaction of the clock with environment. UAD has the eigenvalues : {1, 1, 1 − p−i p, 1 − p+i p}
with the eigenvectors as follows:
|v10 i = |00i, |v20 i = |11i, |v30 i = i|01i + |10i, |v40 i = −i|01i + |10i.

(19)

On substituting p = sin2 θ, the eigenvalues become {1, 1, e−iθ , eiθ }. The eigenvalues of the corresponding Hamiltonian HAD governing the dynamics of the clock and environment through AD channel
are: {0, 0, −θ/τ ∗ , θ/τ ∗ } where τ ∗ is the time scale of interaction as mentioned before. Its eigenvectors
are the same as that of UAD . Therefore, we write the Hamiltonian operator as follows:
HAD = −



θ
θ
0
0
0
0
|v
ihv
|
+
|v
ihv
|
≡
2iλ
|10ih01|
−
|01ih10|
,
3
3
4
4
τ∗
τ∗

(20)

where |v30 i and |v40 i are the eigenvectors corresponding to non zero eigenvalues of HAD and λ = τθ∗
represents the energy scale of the interaction between the clock and environment. Apart from the
aforementioned transitions, the extended system also evolves under its intrinsic dynamics through a
Hamiltonian H0 which represents a two level system with the added ancillary qubit of the environment
and which is given as follows:
H0 = (E0 |0ih0| + E1 |1ih1|) ⊗ I,

(21)

where E0 and E1 are the energy levels of the two level system serving as a clock. Combining H0 and
HAD , we get the total Hamiltonian of the extended system as follows:


Hint = H0 + HAD
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E0 0
0
0
0
E0 −2iλ 0 


=
.
 0 2iλ
E1
0
0
0
0
E1
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Figure 4: The variation of visibility (V) with ∆E and noise parameter λ in case of noise model based on AD channel,
for different ∆τ . The interplay of these leads to formation of fringes in the visibility pattern. It is assumed that
λ1 = λ2 . An independent change in either of these leads to oscillatory behaviour in the visibility.
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Figure 5: The variation of visibility (V) with p1 and p2 , the probabilities of transitions in the arms γ1 and γ2 such
that λ1 6= λ2 for the noise model based on AD channel. The decrease in the visibility is asymmetric and is more with
respect to the probability corresponding to the arm with longer transit time. It is assumed that τ1 = 1, ∆E = 1 are
fixed.

For the continuous time evolution of the extended system, we diagonalize the above Hamiltonian to
obtain its eigenvalues and eigenvectors and hence, construct the corresponding time evolution operator.
The initial state of the extended system, |ψiCE (t = 0) (Eq. (6)) can be expressed in terms of the
eigenvectors |v1 i, |v2 i, |v3 i, |v4 i of Hint as:
1
|ψiCE (t = 0) = √ |v1 i +
2




1−y
|v3 i +
2




1+y
|v4 i ,
2




(23)

where y = √∆E∆E
, ∆E = E1 − E0 . The eigenvalues of Hint are {E0 , E1 , (E+ −∆E/y)
, (E+ +∆E/y)
},
2 +16λ2
2
2
where E+ = E0 + E1 . We can now construct the unitary time evolution operator for Hint and
apply it to the initial state (Eq. (6)). At a later time instant t, the clock + environment state
|ψiCE (t) = Uint |ψiCE (t = 0) = e−iHint t |ψiCE (t = 0)is given as follows:
(E+ −∆E/y)
2

e−iE0 t
(1 − y)e−it
√
|ψiCE (t) = √ |v1 i +
2
2 2

(E+ +∆E/y)
2

(1 + y)e−it
√
|v3 i +
2 2

|v4 i.

(24)

We now use this state to obtain the visibility using Eq. (5) with t = τi for propagation along the
path γi of the MZ interferometer. In the two arms of the MZ interferometer, the proper times are
different and, for example, are related by the formula for gravitational time dilation for paths following
different heights above the earth. As we see from the above equation of the final state, the visibility
depends on the difference in proper times ∆τ and also on ∆E, λ.
To further probe the above dependencies, at first, we assume that for the arms 1 and 2, the associated
energy scales λ1 and λ2 are the same i.e. λ1 = λ2 , the resulting visibility is plotted in Fig. 4. This
implies that the environments in the respective arms have a difference in associated probabilities of
transition i.e. p1 and p2 . The case wherein the energy scale of the environment through the arms is
different is shown in Fig. 5. This case provides for additional distinguishability to the path and hence,
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the loss of visibility is due to a combination of the effects of time dilation and of noise acting directly
on the path.
It is noteworthy that if all other parameters are kept constant and there is no noise (λ = 0), the
visibility shows an oscillatory behaviour with the difference in proper time ∆τ and the difference in
energy level of the two-level system modelled as a clock, i.e. ∆E, independently – see Fig. 11 (d).
With the inclusion of noise as in AD channel, the situation becomes less intuitive. Generally speaking,
the noise tends to disturb the nature of these oscillations disturbing its periodicity, coherence and
amplitude. Our interest mainly lies in studying the interplay between the intrinsic dynamics of the
clock and the noise, therefore, we analyze the variation of the visibility with ∆E and λ for fixed values
of ∆τ in Fig. 4. We see that the interplay between H0 and Hnoise leads to the formation of fringes in
the visibility pattern.
Next, if we assume that the probabilities through arms 1 and 2 are fixed such that λ1 6= λ2 , the loss
in visibility due to this noise is reflected asymmetrically while changing p1 and p2 . In case of an AD
channel, we find that there is a marked decrease in visibility for high values of p1 and p2 even when
the proper times τ1 and τ2 are equal (∆τ = 0). This decrease is symmetric with respect to p1 and p2 .
However, when the proper times are different, the decrease is asymmetric and is more on the side of
probability of transition corresponding to the arm with higher proper time. This is shown in Fig. 5.
These effects are due to the added distinguishability offered by the environment due to different λ’s,
reinforcing our understanding of the complementarity between D and V (Eq. (1)).

A.2 Phase Damping Channel
A PD channel is used to model repeated weak interactions of the environment with the target, resulting
in loss of coherence between the target qubit’s energy eigenstates. The phase damping channel can be
represented using 3 states of the environment in minimum. Therefore, one may assume that the clock
interacts with an additional qutrit whose states are given as {|1i, |2i, |3i}. The unitary time evolution
operator governing the dynamics of the extended system in the basis {|00i, |01i, |02i, |10i, |11i, |12i} is
given as follows:
√




∗
UPD (τ ) = 




√
1−p − p
√
√
p
1−p
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
√
0
1−p
0
0
√
0
p



0
0
0
0 

0
0 

√ .
0 − p 

1
0 
√
0
1−p

(25)

The eigenvalues (with the substitution p = sin2 θ) are: {1, 1, e−iθ , e−iθ , eiθ , eiθ } and the corresponding
eigenvectors are:
|v10 i = |11i,

|v20 i = |02i,

|v30 i = −i|10i + |12i,

|v40 i = −i|00i + |01i, |v50 i = i|10i + |12i, |v60 i = i|00i + |01i.

(26)

The eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian
governing

 the dynamics of the clock system are the same as above
and the eigenvalues are:



−θ 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
|v
ihv
|
+
|v
ihv
|
−
|v
ihv
|
−
|v
ihv
|
≡
2iλ
−
|12ih10|
+
|10ih12|
−
|01ih00|
+
|00ih01|
,
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
τ∗
(27)


HPD =

−θ θ
θ
0, 0, −θ
τ ∗ , τ ∗ , τ ∗ , τ ∗ . Hence, the Hamiltonian can be expressed as follows:
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Figure 6: The variation of V with ∆E and λ for various values of ∆τ for the noise model based on PD channel.
The pattern of V changes in an oscillatory manner with ∆τ , ∆E and λ independently. The introduction of phase
damping channel leads to the formation of fringes in the visibility pattern. In this case, λ1 = λ2 .
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Figure 7: Variation of V with p1 and p2 in the case when λ1 6= λ2 for the noise model based on PD channel. In this
case, increased ∆τ leads to uniform decrease of V with respect to the probabilities in both the arms. The behaviour
is, therefore, symmetric in contrast to AD channel (Fig. 5) which shows an asymmetric behaviour. We have assumed
that τ1 = 1 and ∆E = 1 are fixed.

where λ = θ/τ ∗ . Adding the system’s internal Hamiltonian, Eq. (21), we obtain for the combined
system-environment Hamiltonian as follows:




Hint = H0 + HPD

E0 2iλ 0
0
0
0
−2iλ E0
0
0
0
0 


 0
0 E0
0
0
0 


=
.
 0
0
0
E1
0 2iλ


 0
0
0
0
E1 0 
0
0
0 −2iλ 0 E1

(28)

The eigenvalues of the above Hamiltonian are: {E0 , E1 , E0 − 2λ, E1 − 2λ, E0 + 2λ, E1 + 2λ}. The
corresponding eigenvectors are labelled as {|v1 i, |v2 i, |v3 i, |v4 i, |v5 i, |v6 i}. Using the above, the initial
state of the clock and environment can be expressed in the eigenvector basis as follows:

i 
|ψiCE (t = 0) = √ |v3 i + |v4 i − |v5 i − |v6 i .
2 2

(29)

The time evolution of the initial state to a general time t gives:
|ψiCE (t) =

ie−i

(E0 −2λ) t

√

2 2

|v3 i +

ie−i

(E1 −2λ) t

√
2 2

|v4 i −

ie−i

(E0 +2λ) t

√
2 2

|v5 i −

ie−i

(E1 +2λ) t

√
2 2

|v6 i.

(30)

Now, we use the above state to calculate the visibility V using Eq. (5). It is seen in Fig. 6 that the
interplay between the noise represented by λ and the system’s energy gap ∆E leads to the formation
of fringes in the visibility pattern. This has been considered under the assumption that λ1 = λ2 . In
Fig. 7, we consider λ1 6= λ2 . As opposed to the effect of AD channel which shows distinction in the
visibility with respect to a longer proper time as seen in Fig. 5, the effect of PD channel is such that
the change in visibility pattern due to changing the difference in proper time (∆τ ) is symmetric.
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A.3 Depolarizing Channel
A DP channel introduces a slew of errors on the target qubit by a combination of Pauli operators:
σx , σy and σz . The underlying transitions that model noise due to a DP channel are presented in a
generic form in Eq. (31). Depending on whether a transition occurs and which transition occurs, the
environment assumes either of the 4 states : {|0i, |1i, |2i, |3i}.



UDP |ψiC ⊗ |0iE =

p

r 

1 − p|ψiC ⊗ |0iE +

p
σx |ψiC ⊗ |1iE + σy |ψiC ⊗ |2iE + σz |ψiC ⊗ |3iE .
3
(31)


In the basis {|00i, |01i, |02i, |03i, |10i, |11i, |12i, |13i}, where the left and right label in the ket represent the clock and the environment respectively, the unitary time evolution operator governing the
dynamics of the extended system (clock + environment) is of the following form:
√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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(32)

1−p

The eigenvalues (with substitution p = sin2 θ) are: { e−iθ , e−iθ , e−iθ , e−iθ , eiθ , eiθ , eiθ , eiθ }.
The corresponding eigenvectors in the same basis are as follows:
√
√
|v1 i = |v3 i = i 3|01i − i|02i − i|10i + |13i, |v2 i = |v4 i = i 3|00i − i|03i − i|11i + |12i,
√
√
|v5 i = |v7 i = −i 3|01i − i|02i − i|10i + |13i, |v6 i = |v8 i = −i 3|00i − i|03i − i|11i + |12i.
(33)
Therefore, the Hamiltonian for the noise model based on DP channel is written as follows:

θ
|v
ihv
|
+
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|
+
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|
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|
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4
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7
7
8
8
τ∗ √
√
√
√
√
√

≡ 4λ i 3|12ih00| + 3|11ih00| + 3|03ih00| + i 3|13ih01| + 3|10ih01| + 3|02ih01|
√
√
√
√
√
√

+ 3|00ih11| + 3|00ih03| − i 3|00ih12| − i 3|01ih13| + 3|01ih10| + 3|01ih02| ,
(34)

HDP =

where λ = θ/τ ∗ which can again be interpreted as the energy scale of the noise Hamiltonian. The
complete Hamiltonian can be written by adding H0 (Eq. (21)) to HDP :
√
√
√


3λ
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4
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Figure 8: The variation of V with of λ and ∆E for the noise model based on DP channel. The interplay between
these leads to the formation of fringes in the visibility pattern. In this case, λ1 = λ2 .
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Figure 9: V as a function of probabilities p1 and p2 for the noise model based on DP channel. There is a marked
decrease of V in high the visibility regions as ∆τ is increased. For this case, λ1 6= λ2 has been assumed and τ1 = 1
and ∆E = 1 are fixed.

Owing to the involved nature of analytical calculations required for calculating the time evolved
state of the clock, we have undertaken a numerical route for calculating the visibility in the case of
the DP channel. Taking
the matrix exponential
of the above Hamiltonian, e−iHint τi and multiplying it
 1

1
with the initial vector √2 , 0, 0, 0, √2 , 0, 0, 0 , given in Eq. (6) gives the time evolved state from which
we calculate the visibility using Eq. (4). We consider the case with λ1 = λ2 in Fig. 8 for different ∆τ .
The interplay between λ and ∆E is captured. The fringes are formed due to the oscillatory nature of
the visibility with ∆E, ∆τ and λ independently. In Fig. 9, we consider the case when λ1 6= λ2 , which
results in a symmetric visibility pattern, similarly to the PD channel in Fig. 7.

B Comparison between channels
We shall now compare the visibility obtained in the different noise models based on the JC model,
AD, PD and DP channels while keeping two of the parameters among ∆E, λ and ∆τ constant. At
first in Fig. 10, we look at the case wherein ∆τ = 1, ∆E = 1 have been fixed and λ takes the values
from 0 to 1.5. Qualitatively, there is a marked difference between the behaviour of the visibility among
the different cases as λ is increased. In the low noise regime, i.e., for small λ, we inferred that the
visibility should decrease due to the dominance of the effect of a larger Hilbert space over the effect
of noise. This is indeed observed in Fig. 10. Moreover, in the minimalist scheme for the modelling
of environment that we have considered, the noise model based on DP channel – which requires four
states of the environment for its description shows a steeper decrease in visibility in this regime than
that based on the PD channel which requires a three level environment. Similarly, for the model based
on an AD channel which requires two levels of the environment in the minimal representation, we see
the lowest decrease in the visibility, again adhering to our argument. Therefore, we observe a trend
VDP < VPD < VAD in the low noise regime in Fig. 10 as expected. In the general regime, the noise
model based on DP channel shows distorted fast oscillations in the visibility whereas the one based on
a PD channel shows large oscillations with the visibility even falling to 0. In contrast, the noise model
based on AD channel shows slower and lesser amplitude oscillations in the visibility. In the case of
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Figure 10: Comparison of V vs. λ for the JC model, noise models based on AD, PD and DP channels. Increasing λ
signifies higher energy scale of interactions in the noise Hamiltonian. Here, ∆E = 1 and ω = 1.1 for the JC model.
∆E = 1 for all others and ∆τ = 1 is fixed in all the cases. In the absence of noise, one would expect a constant line
at V = 0.8775 with an environment without self interaction as can be seen for all noise models except the JC model
for which ω 6= 0. λ1 = λ2 (≡ λ) has been assumed in all the cases.

a PD channel under appropriate conditions, it leads to zero visibility which is also evident from the
blue regions in the fringe pattern of the visibility as seen in Fig. 6. Interestingly, for the DP channel
based noise model, we see that for certain λ’s the visibility is higher than that in the case without the
environment.
The case of JC model with various temperatures is qualitatively different than the others as it also
includes an intrinsic Hamiltonian of the environment field (Henv ) which governs its time evolution (if
ω 6= 0, as considered). Because of this fact, at λ = 0 it shows a lower visibility than the channel based
noise models, since even without the noise Hamiltonian the clock and the environment evolve governed
by their respective time evolution operators – H0 , and Henv respectively. In general, it is found that
for low λ, a lower visibility is obtained at higher temperatures.
Next, we ascertain the effect of noise by analyzing the variation of the visibility with the difference
in proper time (∆τ ) in Fig. 11, left column, and with the difference in energy levels of the clock (∆E)
while keeping the other quantities fixed in Fig. 11, right column. Without the effect of environment, the
visibility shows a periodic behaviour with both ∆E and ∆τ with a period of π. While this translates
to λ = 0 for channel based noise models, the JC model would require ω = 0 in addition to λ = 0 for
a noise free evolution of the system (clock+environment). This explains why Fig. 11 (a), (b), (c) have
a different behaviour for λ = 0. It is noteworthy that we have used different scales of λ for different
noise models depending on the susceptibility of the visibility to λ. The DP channel based noise model
shows the most change in the visibility even for small values of λ as is evident from Fig. 11 (f). For
an AD channel based noise model, as seen from Fig. 11 (d), this scale is intermediate with λ ∈ [0, 0.5].
For this case, there are large deviations in the case of λ = 0.5 for fixed ∆E whereas the deviations are
small for fixed ∆τ . For a PD channel based noise model, as seen from Fig. 11 (e), the introduction
of environment leads to change in the periodicity and amplitude of the oscillations of visibility with
respect to ∆τ and ∆E respectively. Importantly, we again observe that noise models based on AD
and DP channels result in the visibility higher than that in the case without the environment (solid
blue lines in all the plots) for certain values of λ. A similar phenomenon is also seen for the JC model
though λ = 0 there doesn’t correspond to the case without environment, as outlined before.
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Figure 11: Comparison of V vs. the difference in proper time (∆τ ) for (a), (b), (c) JC Model and other noise models
based on (d) AD, (e) PD and (f) DP channels separately under various scale of energies of the noise Hamiltonian
(λ). ∆E = 1 has been fixed for all values of λ, for the plots shown in the left column. Comparison of V vs. ∆E for
various values of λ, with ∆τ = 1 is shown in the right column. There is a marked difference in the nature of changes
in the visibility depending on the type of noise model and λ. Different λ scales have been selected to be shown due
to the differing susceptibilities of V to λ. λ1 = λ2 (≡ λ) has been assumed in all cases.
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